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Today's Weather
A chance of rain
Hi 59°F
Lo 38°F
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Aggies embrace the spirit of homecoming
Select Aggies go to
BET's 106 and
Park to represent
A8J on TV

Homecoming

fashion show
thrills

audiences
By Amanda

By

Jeuron Dove
Contributor

On Oct. 16, a select number of
A&T students were given an
opportunity to travel to New
York City to attend tapings of
BET's 106 & Park.
Students selected to attend
were chosen based on academics
and recommendations from the
chairpersons of their department.
"We went to the department
heads and let them take the top 5
percent of each department and
let them go on the trip. It's an
extra incentive for thosekids
that are doing good in school
and it shows that we appreciate
what they are doing," said
Robert McNair, intramural sports
director and event coordinator.
The trip was made possible by
A&T alumnus and BET host
Terrance Jenkins.
As a result ofhis cooperation
and the work done on the part of
university relations and the
department of student events,
A&T students were allowed to
attend two tapings.
The first taping that took place
at 2 p.m., for a special editionof
106 & Park titled the "Black
Party," featured Sean "Diddy"
Combs.

Students at A&T have a repu-

tation of having a flair for fashion, and having "the greatest

Aggies losing streak continues with 26-0 loss to Howard University...
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who were already excited from

yet Aggie Pride reigns supreme at cltywlde homecoming events and activities

moments that transpired

during
his career. As the show concluded; Diddy autographed copies of
his album and the cover ofthe
latest issue ofVibe magazine for
the audience members.
After the first taping ended,
A&T students had the opportunity to meet Jenkins and co-host
Rocsi, as well as take pictures
with them. Afterwards, students
and chaperones had lunch in the
cafeteria of the CBS studio
before changing into their blue
and gold attire for the next taping.
The 6 p.m. show was recorded
live and aired on Monday
evening
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Contributor
MARTINSVILLE, Va. - The
Drive for Diversity in NASCAR

is still in the process of being
molded.
"As you look around in the
garage area and you see whether
it be black, white or Hispanic,"
said Kyle Petty, who finished in
ninth place at Martinsville on
Sunday and a veteran Nextel
Cup driver. "Whether it be
female or other minorities that
are working on cars there are
very few still today. It's not
going to come over night."
The Drive for Diversity mission is to diversify NASCAR's
participant and audience base. It
still has a ways to go.
Petty Enterprises, who fields
three cars in the Nextel Cup
series, inpartnership with
Universal Technical Institute,

AYANTEE;

LEROY

MIKELL; MICHAEL MCCRAY

Miss A&T Crystal Williams at her coronation; Flava Flav posing with fans at the homecoming game; fans expressing their Aggie Pride in the
stands on homecoming game day; Blue and Gold Marching Machine on the field at homecoming game; SGA officials enjoying the festivities
at Miss A&T's coronation ceremonyand dinner.

Nascar embraces
By Darrick Ignasiak

homecoming on earth" leaves no
room for slack.
Homecoming, as always,
proved to be a very eventful
week for most students. The
week began with a very successful Gospel concert in the newly
refurnished Harrison
Auditorium, and ended with an
organized volunteer effort for
students to clean up the campus.
People from all over the country
came to see exactly justwhy
A&T indeed has "the greatest
homecoming on earth."
Campus organizations pitched
in to provide students with
events to enjoy for the homecoming week. The fashion show
took place on Wednesday
evening, and was dividedby
two different show times
Students could pick between the
6 p.m. show or the 8 p.m. show.
The fashion show has always
been a homecoming favorite
among most students. The fashion troops on campus practiced
long and hard to give students
the show that they came to see,
and they knew that the show
would have to be creative
enough to grab and hold the
attention of the anxious students

All students and audience
members in attendance were
required to dress in all black,
The show that was taped to air
on Tuesday, Oct. 17, was done in
anticipation of the release of
Diddy's upcoming album, "Press
Play," which was released on
that Tuesday.
On the show, Diddy spoke
about his new album and what
surprises the general public
could expect from it. He also
talked at length about important

Anderson

Contributor

See VEKEAW CMIBLon Page 6

diversity in its community

found A&T graduate Walkeen
Ter-Rell Livingstone and a few

over the years thathas worked
so hard and didn't get the opportunity," added Setzer. "I don't
know if color should dictate a
guy getting an opportunity."
Jack Roush (Featured on page
9) believes if parents instill
NASCAR into theirchildren's
lives at an early age and get
them driving go karts could give
them a foundation to NASCAR.
Roush said that is Sam Belnavis,
Chief of Diversity for Roush

female engineers.
Petty does not take into count
a persons' racial make-up when
hiring.
"Little by little, but its funny
as we go through the resumes we
disregard that part and I hate to
say that because we are looking
for the best person for that job,"
Petty said. "It's amazing that the
people we have and the minorities that we have hired that have
been and are the most capable
for the job"
Dennis Setzer, a driver in

NASCAR's Craftsman's Truck

Series, believes the Driver for
Diversity program short changes
some drivers striving to be in
Nextel Cup
"I don'tknow about that," said
Setzer, referring to the Driver for
Diversity program. "There are a
lot of young kids around a lot of

the hype of homecoming.
"We practiced very long
hours," senior Verge model and
marketing major Marcus
Williams said. "With the ereativity ofboth themes, it is not
hard to see that long practice
hours were necessary to pull
these shows off."
Verge and Couture
Productions add a very strong
sense of creativity into all of
their shows. Unlike the traditional fashion shows in the modeling industry, the two campus
organizations have their own
way ofrocking the latest trends
in fashion. Both organizations
are known for creating fashion
shows that are entertaining just
as well as original.
One of the most important
aspects of a fashion show is the
intro. It is the moment that gives
the organization a chance to
introduce the theme and concept
of the fashion show. The intro
engages the audience into the
show and has the potential to
make or break the show

Kyle Petty's

crew (shown above) pushes his car to inspection prior to
qualifying. Petty is the driver for and co-owner of the 45 -team owned

by Petty enterprises.

short tracks that deserve a lot of
Opportunities. I don'tknow that
color or anything should dictate

whether any kid gets an opportunity.
"I've raced with a lot of kids

Racing's biggest challenge
Teams in NASCAR are
attempting to break the racial
barrier that has plagued
NASCAR for years. Roush
Racing, UPS, Nextel, Richard
Childress Racing announced a
partnership with Winston-Salem
State to improve diversity on
October 19
"Its important for me to have a
presence in order to have events
like we had at Winston-Salem

State to educate students," said
Sam Belnavis, Chief Diversity
officer for Roush racing. "Not
only from the standpoint of on
the track but also the careers we
offer within the sport."
A&T is also a member
ofNASCAR's college tour.
"(Winston-Salem State
and A&T) are an icon within the
AfricanAmerican higher education," said Belnavis, who began
his career in 1981 with Miller
Brewing company. "Its important for them to take the lead in
exposing students to the sport.
Livingstone, Chris Bristol,
Robert Johnson, and Amar
Johnson are just a few of the
A&T graduates to be involved
with NASCAR. Robert Johnson

is the strength and conditioning
coach at Roush Racing.
Livingstone said that
NASCAR is trying to get black
driver Tim Wood of the Bush

SeaMBSTY on Page 2
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New biz program promotes
sales and leadership skills
By Ashley

Johnson

positions

Contributor
Through the Frontline
Partnership innovative curricula
A&T's School ofBusiness,
and student internships are
Economics and Transportation
offered. The 3M Frontline
has introduced a new certificaInitiative Summer Internship
tion program that offers seniors
Program is a ten week assigninternships in sales and leaderment that offers qualified stuship positions.
dents a unique opportunity to
The name of this initiative is the
sell for one of the
Frontline Sales and Leadership
divisions of the company, as
Program. Professors and stustated on the School ofBusiness
dents alike are very excited
and Economics website.
about the commencement of the
"Sales is important to everyprogram.
one, regardless to whether one is
"The Sales and Leadership
persuing a career in sales or not
Program is an interdisciplinary
because everything we do begins
program designed to provide
with selling one's self," said Dr.
students with the opportunity to
Edna Ragins, chairperson of the
better prepare themselves for
Business Administration
career success in customer-conDepartment. "If you're trying to
tact leadership positions such as
get a job, get into school or just
sales and customer service," said make a favorable impression,
Dr. Jacqueline Williams,
what that involves is selling
Associate Professor and member one's self. If a person can learn
of the 3M Frontline Initiative.
how to effectively sell him/her
3M is a diversified technology
self, that will contribute to that
company serving customers and
person's success."
communities with innovative
There are a total of 9
products and services. Each of
schools participating in the protheir seven businesses has
gram. Each school has partearned leading global market
nered with the 3M Company to

offer education in sales, though
A&T is one of few
putting sales education at the
undergraduate level
"Curriculum development
was started to enhance the
courses offered to specifically
focus on the skills and competencies needed for our students
to fill high-level customer contact positions such as field sales,
inside sales, and customer service jobs," said Williams.
"Many recruiters are excited
that we are enhancing the curriculum to focus on skills for
frontline customer contact positions. The Professional selling
course is an elective course that
can be taken by any student if
the prerequisite principles of
marketing course is taken
Within the marketing major we
have put together a series of five
courses that would constitute a
sales concentration. We also
have a certificate program called
the Customer Relationship
Marketing and Management
Certificate that is open to any
major," added Williams.
Dealings with the 3M

Company began in 2001 after
Williams completed a summer
faculty internship. Every year
following students have been
placed in the Sales
Internship Program. The positions they hold are in field sales,
inside sales jobs, and sales training programs in various areas
such as computer technology,
health care, office
products, industrial business,
broadcasting, and safety products.

Rickey Bennet, Senior
Marketing major from Raleigh,
North Carolina said, "My internship gave me experience with
the industrial business sector. I
worked withhousehold appliances and factory strength tapes
and adhesives. I was involved
with testing the products to help
make the company more money
and the process more efficient. I
traveled to Mississippi,
Tennessee, Alabama, Louisiana,

and Kentucky. Overall it was a
great experience and I met great
people."

Two A&T students become
Torrell Taylor
Contributor
"From the classroom window
you can see the beach and when
you walk outside you're in the
Caribbean," said Brandon
Fennell. Fennell, a junior finance
major, and Justin Hayden, a senior electronics computer technology major, were both chosen to
attend The Summer Institute for
Future Global Leaders at The
By

University of the Virgin Islands
at St. Thomas.

A&T's School of Business and
Economics professor, Dr. Chi

Anyansi-Archibong, is an
instructor for the institute. Since
2001, she has recruited A&T students to accompany her in the
Virgin Islands for the institute
"We have about 50-60 students
that attend each summer and the
majority come from HBCU's in
the U.S. and schools from pacif-

ic islands such as Grenada and
Haiti," said Archibong.
The Summer Institute for
Future Global Leaders was held
on May 17-30 and is a two week
global leadership program.
According to the University of
the Virgin Islands website, the
institute is designed to provide a
foundation for nurturing future
leaders in the Caribbean and
beyond. Its multi-discipline program and activities equip stu-

7 day
weather
forecast
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 38.

West wind at 7 mph becoming
south.
Thursday: A chance of showers after 2pm. Partly cloudy,
with a high near 59. Chance of
precipitation is 30%. New rainfall amounts ofless than a tenth
of an inch possible.
Thursday Night: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 45. Chance of precipitation is 50%.
Friday: Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 62.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 43.
Saturday: Partly cloudy, with a
high near 59.
Saturday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 40.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 59.
Sunday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 35.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 60.
Monday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low of 39.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with a
high of 62.
Tuesday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low of 41.

Diversity
Continued from Page 1

West Series to move to the
Busch North Series to get more
notoriety. Bristol attempted to
get a black team together two
years.
"It's great to see young kids
challenging their ways in," said
Nextel Cup driverKurt Busch.
"Whether it be a crew guy or
driver. It's equal opportunity."
Bill Lester, a Craftsman Truck
Series driver, has made great
strides in his career to make it to
Nextel Cup. Lester's, the second
black driver to make a start in
Nextel Cup history, first race in
the Cup series was in March at
Atlanta.
"I think Bill is a pretty good
driver," said Nextel Cup driver
David Stremme. "No matter
what color you are, race or anything as long as you got the talent and the skill to drive, more
power to anybody."
Willie T. Ribbs was the first
black driver to ever make a start
the Cup series.
"Its really important to the
sport for the future growth of the
sport," said Petty. "I'll say that.
It's not something that is going
to happen overnight."
Petty Enterprises strength and
conditioning coach Livingstone
knows how it is to be a minority
at a NASCAR track.
"It's a great outlet for people
of color," said Livingstone.

global scholars

dents with the broad knowledge
and functional skills necessary to
assume future leadership roles.
Hayden said thathe chose to
attend the institute because it
was an alternative to studying
abroad. He also wanted to learn
leadership. The fact that the program was held in a tropical place
was a big factor as well.
The intensive global leadership
development courses focuses on
three areas; The Global Business

Environment, Leadership for
Tomorrow and Culture and
Communication. Some areas of
study include the changing structures ofCaribbean markets and
heritage.

Archibong is a native of
Nigeria and every summer she
gives the institute insight into
issues that affect Africa. This
past .summer she taught classes
on Africa and the economic
prospects and challenges in a

global and technology-driven
society.

Fennell said that he learned
about the issues that small
islands face in the Caribbean.
He has become more sensitive

towards other cultures and developed leadership skills that will
help him throughout his career.
See SUM! 8CHLMS on FayB 5

SALES & LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

relationship management con ere rice
Interns and professors may attend frontline sales and customer

ADVANTAGES OF THIS TWO SEMESTER PROGRAM

-

SKILLS
BROADEN YOUR CAREER OPTIONS • EXPAND VITAL JOB
ACHIEVE NATIONAL RECOGNITION
GAIN "ROLE PLAY" EXPERIENCE
INTERACT WITH ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERS

OPEN TO ALL MAJORS
•
prerequisite course work required

15 CREDIT HOURS'

*some

•
•

Communications

Self Promotion
• Relationship Management

•

Business Sales

• Technical Sales
• Pharmaceutical Sales

•
•
•

Consumer Sales

Media Sales

Customer Service

N.C. A&T STATE UNIVERSITY

-

Department of Business Administration
116 Merrick Hall
Dr. Jakki Williams
(336) 334-7656, ext. 4003 -jacq@ncat.edu

Corporate Partner

National News
The A&T Register-

Obama considering run for president
By William

Neikirk

Chicago Tribune

(MCT)
WASHINGTON-In a decided
and unequivocal shift, Sen.

Barack Obama said Sunday he is
seriously considering a run for
the White House in 2008, affirming the stunningly rapid trajectory of a political career that saw
him in the Illinois legislature just
two years ago.

In an interview on NBC's
"Meet the Press," the same program where he categorically
ruled out a run just last January,

Obama went further than ever
before in discussing his Oval
Office ambitions, and left clear
the impression that he could well
run, a move that would fundamentally reshape the contest for
the Democratic nomination.
During the interview, host Tim
Russert put Obama through a
series of questions about Iraq,
North Korea and Darfur and
about the tone of politics in this
country all questions that
would typically be put to a
prospective presidential candidate. Obamaheld forth on those

_

issues and his views on the presidency, at once addressing issues
about his relative inexperience
but also about how he perceived
the role of the world's most powerful office.
The "Meet the Press" appearance capped a week-long span of
intensive publicity, ostensibly
about the publication ofhis second book, "The Audacity of
Hope," but what in fact seemed
more like a4png run-up to articulate his presidential ambitions,
winning him publicity that
would cost others millions of
dollars to generate.
All week long during a whirlwind book tour, the Illinois
Democrat had dropped hints
about a possible 2008 presidential bid, but on Sunday he made
it clear thathe has been thinking
about itfor months as more people have encouraged him to run.
His sudden openness to running represented a sharp reversal
ofhis old political calculation.
On the same program last
January, he had flatly rejected a
presidential bid and reaffirmed
he would serve out a full sixyear term as senator, which

would end in 2010
But Obama's political stock
has been on a sharp climb since
he gave the keynote address at

the 2004 Democratic National
Convention, and he has been
turned into one of the party's
biggest fundraisers, most popular
speakers and among the few
with true star power. He

acknowledged that the door had
opened "a bit" to an actual run
for the nation's highest office.
Russert replayed Obama's
January statement on "Meet the
Press" when he said "I will not"
seek the presidency or vice presidency in 2008 and would serve
out his full six years.
"You will not?" Russert asked
on Sunday.
"That's how I was thinking at
that time, and I don't want to be
coy about this," Obama responded.
"Given the responses I've been
getting over the last several
months, I have thought about the
possibility, but I have not
thought about it with the seriousness and depth that I think is
required," Obama said. After the
Nov. 7 election, he said, "I will

sit down and consider it."
His statements touched off
even more speculation that the

Democratic contest could feature
both Obama and Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton ofNew York,
considered the leading candidate
at the moment.
He was not clear when he
would make the decision, but it
is likely that it would have to
come late this year or early next
year. Obama is wrestling with
whether his time is now or in the
future. Increasingly, many
.friends, including Sen. Dick
Durbin, D-Ill., have counseled
him that he should not pass up
the opportunity when he enjoys
such a high and positive national
political profile.
PollsterAndrew Kohut ofPew
Research Center said the Illinois
senator would be an "exciting
and very attractive candidate" if
he decides to run. He said
Obama is a fresh face on the
national political stage, although
he remains an "untested commodity. His biggest liability is a
lack of experience." Questions
also could likely be raised about
his electability because of his

race, Kohut added

Kohut compared Obama with
former Secretary ofState Colin
Powell, who enjoyed high popularity in 1996 but decided
against running. The difference,
however, was that Powell had a
long record of distinguished
service and "he was not an
unknown commodity."
Democratic political consultant
Mark Mellman said that with
Obama in the race, "It would
make it even more interesting
and exciting than it was going to
be. There are a lot of people in
a good position to win. The most
important thing is that this is a
nomination worth having."
Analysts in recent days have
cited the grueling* nature of the
campaign and its possible effect
on his family. They have said the
senator does not have the kind of
political and foreign-policy seasoning that many of the other
candidates have, though Obama
is a member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
Obama said that President
Bush gave him good advice
when he urged the senator to
"watch yourself as "everybody

...

will be waiting for you to slip"
a conversation
cribed in his
book
The senator added, "I think
that it is important not to buy
into your own hype or your press
clippings, and one ofthe advantages I have, I think, is that I've
got a wife who knocks me down
a peg anytime I start thinking
that what they're writing about
me is true."

But he also pointedly challenged the president in his book,
saying that Bush had developed
an almost "messianic certainty"
about his point of view
When asked if he was ready to
be president, Obama said, "Well,
I'm not sure anybody is ready to
be president before they're president. You know, ultimately, I
trust the judgment of the
American people that in any
election they sort it through. We
have a long arid rigorous
process, and, you know, should I
decide to run, ifI ever did decide
to run, I'm confident that I'd be
run through the paces pretty
good, including on 'Meet the
Press.'"

Health care, wages, energy costs 'Failure is not an option' for
groundbreaking Liberian president
put squeeze on middle class
By

By

Kevin G Hall
McClatchy Newspapers

(MCT)

WASHINGTON-When he was
asked recently why Americans
aren't delighted by their strong
economy, Treasury Secretary
Henry Paulson called it the
$64,000 question
In fact, there's a $65,093-ayear answer. That's the median
income of a family offour in fiscal 2006, according to the
Census Bureau, and middle-class
families are being squeezed
between stagnant wages and skyrocketing energy and health-care
bills.
The U.S. economy is indeed
strong. Although growth is slowing, it's essentially been steady
since mid-2001. September's
unemployment rate was a low
4.6 percent and the Dow Jones
Industrial Average reached
record highs last week,
But through September, the
growth in hourly wages was flat
or negative for 27 ofthe previous 29 months, according to
Labor Department data. Wages
for blue-collar and nonmanagerial workers 80 percent of the
work force are growing at a
3.9 percent annual rate, the
Labor Department reported in
September. Consumer-price
inflation, however, is rising at
the same rate. That means prices
are rising as fast as wages.
Workers are barely keeping up.
Health care, wages and energy
prices are consumers' top three
economic concerns, according to
a Gallup poll in September.
"That has to do with things
like stagnant wages, fears of jobs
being outsourced, income

__

Man

security. These are on people's
minds, particularly in lower- and

mid
die-income areas," said Dennis
Jacobe, chief economist in
Charlotte, N.C., for Gallup
"I think it's quite clear to people that their paychecks are
being squeezed when they try to
meet their family budgets," said
Jared Bernstein, the chief economist for the liberal Economic
Policy Institute in Washington.
"There's a disconnect between

overall economic performance
and paychecks of working fami-

lies."
Here's how the hypothetical
median-income family half of
four-member families earn less,
half earn more is being
squeezed.
The typical family paid, on
average from 1999 to 2004,
about $865 a year to heat a home
with heating oil or $586 with
natural gas, according to the
National Energy Assistance
Directors' Association.
Last winter, however, it cost
$1,496 to heat a home with heating oil and $946 with natural
gas. Those are increases of 73
percent and 61 percent.

_

_

Then there's gasoline. The
nationwide average for a gallon
ofunleaded regular gasoline was
$2.22 on Monday, according to
AAA. That's 57 percent higher
than $1.41, the average price for
a gallon of gas during the second
week ofOctober from 2000
through 2Q03
Health insurance costs have
risen even faster. The premiums
workers pay for employer-provided health insurance rose an
average of 7.7 percent this year
and have increased 84 percent
since 2000, according to the

Kaiser Family Foundation, a
health-issues research center.

Average employer-paid familyhealth coverage now is estimated
to cost $11,480 annually, and
workers pay about $2,973 of
those costs in premiums, Kaiser
said. That's $1,354 more per year
than workers paid six years ago.
"Health-care costs outpace the
cost of just about everything in
our economy," sa\d James Klein,
the president of theAmerican
Benefits Council inWashington
"Most of that cost burden is
increasingly shared with workers."
Some 66 percent of the
nation's employers have higher
employee co-pays this year, 56
percent raised premiums and 56
percent increased deductiblesfor
participants, according to a
recent survey by The Society of
Human Resource Management.
Costs also are soaring for the
26.7 millionAmericans who pay
for their healthplans themselves.
Cathy McK.ee is a North
Carolina real estate agent. She's
married to a freelance television

producer. They have two children and no chronic health

issues

In 2001, the family paid $397
a month for health insurance.
Today they pay $717 a month.
They're hoping to cut that to less
than $500 a month by taking a
plan with higher deductiblesfor
medical services.
"How do we afford it?

Embarrassingly, we are not saving as much as we should and
certainly not as much as we used
to," McKee said. "I'm prepping
my kids for scholarships,
because the college fund is looking mighty lean."

Jim Morrill
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
CHARLOTTE, N.C-- Eighty
percent unemployment. A social

fabric in tatters. Running water

killed an estimated quarter-million people, displaced a million
more and left the economy
Sreds
Liberia has a foreign debt of
nearly $4 billion. Ten percent of

and electricity justbeginning to
return.

Liberian President Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf is all too aware
of the challenges she faces as
leader of a nation still emerging
from 14 years ofcivil war let
alone as Africa's first woman
president.
"Failure is not an option," she

_

Reed Kramer, a formerNorth

Carolinian and founder of the
Washington-based allAfrica.com
news site, said Sirleaf s task is
daunting. It's not helped by
ongoing motions on Liberian
diamonds or the only recentlylifted timber sanctions. Both

told the Charlotte Observer
Wednesday. "I must succeed.
There's too much riding on it."
Sirleaf, 67, is in Charlotte to
deliver a morning address to
Thursday's N.C. Women's
Conference at the Charlotte
Convention Center.
She also met Wednesday with
some of the estimated 2,000
Liberians in the Charlotte area.
And at a private fundraiser in
Eastover, N.C, Wednesday
night, she raised nearly $1 million for an initiative to educate
the children of her country.
Her visit is part of a 10-day
U.S. tour. In Washington, she
met with officials of the Treasury
Department and International
Monetary Fund. On Saturday,
she'll accept an award from the
Hunger Project in New York.
The Harvard-educated grandmother took office in January. A
former finance minister and
international banker, she suc-

ceeded warlord-turned-president

Charles Taylor. He faces a war
crimes trial next spring in The
Hague.
Sirleaf is picking up the
pieces from a civil war that

participate."
One of hermain focuses is
young people, ma once forced
to trade books for guns
"The challenge is to get them
into productive endeavors: jobs,
skills training, education," she
said. "Because if we don't, they
could be the reason we slip back
into chaos, because they're vulnerable and could be recruited
once again into warring fac-

were major revenue sources.
"The big challenge she faces is
with such widespread destruction
of the social and economic infrastructure, and virtually no
resources," he said
"The record of post-conflict
countries is a fairly dismal one.
So often, they face .the same
problems of not being able to
offer employment to former
combatants whose only job skill
is fighting."
Sirleaf figures she has a year
to turn things around.
That's one reason she's recruiting foreign investment and
o-

Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, the
President of Libera and Africa's
first female president, is shown
during an interview in Charlotte,
North Carolina, on Oct. 18,
2006. (T. Ortega

Gaines/Charlotte Observer/MCT)
its population is believed to be
infected by theAIDS virus. And
13,500 United Nations troops
patrol in a country whose own
army was disbanded.
Little wonder Sirleaf says her
biggest challenge is "restoring
confidence and hope."
"It's more than the physical
destruction," she said during an
interview in her room at the
Westin Hotel. "It's getting people
to believe in themselves again.
Getting them to believe that
there is a future in which they
have a stake, in which they can

—

encouraging expatriates to
return. Tens of thousands of

Liberians fled their country during the civil war and the decade
of strife that preceded it.
"We need their skills, their talents (and) their intellects to join
with us to rebuild the nation,"
she said, while acknowledging
Liberia couldn't absorb them all
right now

charged for spreading false terrorist threats targeting NFL stadiums

By Tom

Held
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
(MCT)
MILWAUKEE, Wis.--Jake
Brahm's appearance in federal
court on Friday had the makings
of a Saturday Night Live skit: a
skinny 20-year-old part-time
grocery store worker and
drummer linked to threats of
radioactive dirty bombs blowing
up at NFL stadiums.
But the shackles that bound
Brahm's ankles as he sat in a
federal courtroom were no hoax.

_

_

The prankster from
Wauwatosa, Wis., faces up to
five years in federal prison for
allegedly spreading a false threat
of mass destruction in upward of
40 Internet postings dating back
to September.
The writings detail attacks on
football stadiums in seven cities,
scheduled to take place on
Sunday, the last day of

Ramadan, the Islamic holy
month. Authorities say the postings violate a federal law against
making false threats of mass
destruction or use of radiological
weapons
Brahm's attorney, Patrick
Knight, said his client never
meant for the missives to be
taken as a serious threat.
At times on Friday, it seemed
Brahm lacked an appreciation
for the seriousness of his situation.
Wearing a white button-down
shirt, black pants, black-rimmed
glasses and laceless running
shoes, he chuckled with Knight
before his appearance before
U.S. Federal Magistrate Judge
Patricia Gorence.
At one point during the proceedings, he gave his father a
quick grin, as the elder Brahm
approached the defense table to
sign a bond form clearing his
son's release from federal cus

tody. The 20-year-old is free on a
recognizance bond, pending a
future court date.
He is prohibited from using
the Internet.
After the hearing, Knight
explained that Brahm did appre-

ciate the gravity ofthe charge
against him, and said it was
nervousness behind the smile

and laughs.
"He is shocked by the events
of the last few days," Knight
said. "When you're 20 years old
and you roll a snowball, and the
next thing you know it's as big
as a house, that surprises you a
bit."

Brahm's snowball started
rolling when he posted the fourparagraph warning on the Web
site www.4chan.org.
As reprinted in the federal
complaint, the posting prophesied thatradioactive dirty bombs
would be deliveredvia trucks
and detonated at the stadiums

hosting NFL games
The posting said the onslaught
would kill more than 100,000
people in the initial blasts and
countless others in the radioactive fallout. It said al-Qaida
leader Osama bin Laden would
claim responsibility, touching off
civil wars across the world and
creating general chaos.
"Mr. Brahm put out this threat

thinking it was so preposterous

that nobody would take it seriously," Richard Ruminski, special agent in charge of the
Milwaukee FBI office, said at an
afternoon news conference.
"Unfortunately, he was wrong."
Earlier this month, the
Homeland Security Department
alerted authorities and stadium
owners in the listed cities,
adding that the threat was being
viewed with strong skepticism."
"The credibility of this was
bordering on ridiculous,"
Ruminski said.

Still, authorities in a post-Sept.
11 world have to take any threat
seriously. The investigation into
theWeb posting wasted valuable
local and federal police
resources, the FBI agent said
"It's like making a threat
(when you're) getting on an airplane; you just don't do it,"
Ruminski said

Police in Wauwatosa, acting

on a tip, first interviewedBrahm
on Wednesday. Ruminski said
the young man had bragged to
friends about the posting.
Previous news accounts have
suggested the warning was part
of a writing duel with another
blogger in Texas, but Ruminski
said he was unaware of any such
role in the case.
Brahm is the only suspect and
the only person charged in the
hoax.

Editorial
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Letter to the editor
2004

To the Editor,
I am writing in
response to A&T Register Copy
Desk Chief Joshua Capers'
September 27 column, "Are We
Really Safe?" In it Capers discussed the all too familiar subject offear in particular the
American public's seemingly
constant fear of another 9/11
Capers specifically cited a report
about a man named Adnan ElShukrijumah, who the report
said would "serve as the field
commander for the next terrorist
attack on U.S. soil." More disturbingly, Capers went on to say
that "the FBI. reported that in

-

.

..

El-Shukrijumah

was last seen in Mexico,
where he hijacked a plane
so he could transport a
nuclear weapon and
nuclear equipment to the
U.S." Needless to say,
this statement certainly
caught my attention! As
someone who follows the
news closely, I was quite
surprised to learn from
Mr. Capers that I had
somehow missed that FBI
report about a hijacked
Mexican airliner filled
with nucltear weapons and
piloted by a known AlQaeda terrorist that disappeared into the United
States two years ago. I decided
to investigate the matter further.
I started with Capers' only
cited source for his story, a website called World Net Daily.
I had never visited the site
before
and now I know why.
On the day I looked at World
Net Daily it featured, among
other things, an exclusive commentary titled, "Feminists:

..

Morally Equivalent to School
Shooter" (a disturbing reference
to the man who recently killed
severalAmish girls in
Pennsylvania). Other articles and
editorials followed in a similarly

twisted, fanatical Right-Wing
vein. The advertisements on the
site were also telling: a

"Nukalert" keychain ("personal
radiation monitor and alarm,"
presumably useful for finding
El-Shukrijumah's missing nukeladen plane) and several books

on the persecution ofAmerican
Christians and the evils ofIslam
In other words, World Net
Daily is a clearinghouse for
Christian-Right paranoia. If
Capers had bothered to do his
homework, this would have been
obvious to him and he might
have considered double-checking
his story, as I did.
One or two Google searches
later, Capers' error was exposed.
The FBI never reported the story
about the Mexican hijacking, as
Capers claimed; rather, that story
appears to have come from one
of the many crackpot bloggers
who feed "information" to websites like World Net Daily. It is
true that El-Shukrijumah is on
the FBI's most wanted list for
his suspected involvement with
Al-Qaeda, but the FBI's website
makes no mention of the other
parts ofCapers' claims. The
truth is the FBI does not know
where he is (not exactly a reassuring thought).
Why is any ofthis important

for the A&T community? I can
think of two main reasons. First,
students need to know—and
Capers, as an aspiring journalist,
really ought to know —that all
sources of information are not
equal. Some are more reliable
than others. And isn't there a
rule in journalism that says you
cannot run a story without at
least two corroborating sources?
Second, and even more important, citizens in a republic need
to possess critical thinking skills
in order for democracy to function. A free press is essential to
democracy, and there can be no

For those unfamiliar with
the editorial referenced in
Wood's letter, it appears
below.

Are we

really

freedom without serious, critical
questioning ofall truths. Stirring
up unfounded fears, as Capers'
column did, produces the opposite effect and only plays into the

safe?I

hands of those who want to
silence such criticism. In closing,
allow me to suggest a title for a
different A&T Register editorial:
Are We Really Safe from Bad
Journalism?

tion, only.

These weapons have
allegedly been smuggled across
theMexican border into the
U.S. The World Net Daily previously reported that Adnan ElShukrijumah, who is a trained

Sincerely,
Dr. James Wood

Associate Professor
Department of History
North Carolina A&T State
University

nuclear technician and accomplished pilot, will serve as the
field commander for the next
terrorist attack on U.S. soil. He
also has been singled out by
Osama Bin Laden and Ayman

al-Zawahiri for his various

"To hell and back" in one lecture:
Have we

(students) pushed our professors over the edge?

This past Monday started like
any other school day for me. It
was the Monday after homecoming and I assumed that it would
be a very average day, considering that all ofthe excitement and
action on campus took place on
last week. But boy was I wrong.
At the end of the day, I got all
of the action that I needed to last
me for the rest ofthis semester
and then some. The funniest
thing about the entire situation
was that all ofthe action
occurred in the place where I felt
that it would be the least likely
to happen, in
the classroom
The problem all started a couple of weeks ago when our
teacher assigned a group
assignments thatthe class had
about a week and a half to complete. On the day that it was
due, many of the students did
not show up to class on time
because they were finishing
up their assignments at the last
minute. When the professor
arrived to class and found that
only a handful of students were
there, he promptly cancelled the
class and left.
The next day that class
resumed, many students noticed
a change in the attitude of the
professor. For one, he started
giving out daily quizzes, which
he did not inform students of,
which made the already-upset
class angrier.
But the breaking point to all of
the semester-long frustrations
between the students and professor occurred this past Monday
when the class literally "went to
hell andback."
On Monday, we once again
started class with a quiz as
usual, but as class proceeded,
something did catch me by surprise. I noticed that a lot of stu-

dents had gone up to talk to the
professor about grades. At that
exact moment, a friend of mine
in theclass sent me a text message asking what my grade was.
I was curious as to why he was
asking me this. Last I knew, I
had an A average, but boy was I
surprised, it had dropped three
letters.
I came to find out that the
majority of the students in our
class had received some less
than impressive mid-term

become a job for him to come to
and teach on a daily basis.
By this point, students were
making any and all kinds of
excuses to justify their behavior
and performance in the class.
Then the next few minutes were
like one big blur. To be blunt,
there was a lot of cursing, a lot
of yelling and a lot of other
things that should never be said
in a classroom setting.
The professor started telling
the class that we needed to get
on our
stuff and
before
anyone

knew it,
two

females
in class

started

to argue

over the

points

that the
teacher
was

making.
It got so
bad that
the
teacher

and

By JEURON DOVE omer students had to vergrades. After we
had turned our quiz
News Editor
bally calm them down
before any real violence
in, the free-for-all
ensued, and to cap everybegan
thing off, our teacher finally disThe professor complained that
he had to start giving us daily
missed the class but not before
making a few more controversial
quizzes because he felt that the
statements.
students had become too lazy
You may ask what is the point
and only treated the class as an
of this story? Is it to make the
easy elective
professor look bad?
Ofcourse, that statement
No. If I wanted him to look
angered many of the students
bad, then I could have easily
and only added more fuel to the
fire
mentioned his name, but I have
He then began to accuse that
way too much respect for him
to do something like that. This
the majority ofclass of acting
article was also not writtento
like high school students and
vent out any frustrations. For
admitted that the class had

one, I am not one of the students
that he was addressing.
I come to class everyday and
do my work and am always
attentive, and I am not the only
one. For every student that misbehaves and acts like a disrespectful jerk in class, there are
just as many who show up and
do what they are supposed to do
This story is being written to
remind the professor that even

though what he did may have
seemed a bit (OK, a lot) unprofessional, he had every right to
sayhow he felt. If he wants to
give us a quiz everyday for the

rest of the semester, then that is

OK.
At the end of the day, it is his
class and he has theright to do
what he wants.
Students need to remember
that even though we are in college, there are still basic rules
that we must abide by. If a
teacher is giving a lecture or
addressing the class in general,
thenyou should not be talking,
period. If youhave a question to
ask then you raise your hand. If
there is something that you do
not agree with, then you should
take it up withthe teacher after
class, in a civilized manner. /
I regret that any of the events
that transpired this past Monday
ever happened inthe first place.
Things should have never gotten to the point where a respected professor, especially one that
holds a Ph. D., should have had
to react in that manner.
At the same time, it is a shame
that the majority of the students
that were showing disrespect in
class on that day will probably
come back having not learned
anything from their actions on
that day. And that is the real
shame of what went on in class
on that memorable day.
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Are we really safe? 911 is not
just an emergency phone number, but it's a date to be
instilled into the minds of
Americans.
I believe that we, as a
country, have totally let down
our guard and defenses as
oppose to keeping security at a
stronghold. It's not like we
don't have our troops in countries where they are not wanted,
so things are not just going to
be all peachy at the end of the
day and terrorist will just go
home. This is an on-going
process; a process that might
never end. So how are you as a
reader feeling about this? You
think this is just another randomwarning? Because it's
not.

Al-Qaida has issued
reports to Muslims living in the
U.S. to get out. Especially
those in theWashington D.C.
and New York areas because
big terror attacks are due. This
time the attacks will not be
headlined weapons like airplanes; they will only use
something more along the lines
of weapons of mass destruc-

accomplishments
The FBI has also
reported that in 2004, ElShukrijumah was last seen in
Mexico, where he hi-jacked a
plane so he could transport a
nuclear weapon and nuclear
equipment to the U.S. I don't
know about the rest ofthe
country, but I'm concerned that
this man hi-jacked a plane and
smuggled nuclear equipment
into the country and he's just
had time to sit back and plot.
No one even knows if he's in
the country still because the
last time he was spotted was
two years ago... so how safe do
you feel?
To add insult to
injury, there's a mosque in N.Y.
thatis known for putting out

terrorists activity. They have
raised millions of dollars for
the Jihad and they have basically been brewing up terrorist
activity since the early 90's and
maybe before. Even Gulshair

el-Shukrijumah, father to
Adnan el-Shukrijumah, was
appointed duties of the Imam

when he moved to the

Brooklyn Mosque in 1985. So
were we destined for failure for
over 20 years? Just like the
levees weren't ready for
Katrina, the U.S. wasn't ready
for our twin brothers to fall. So
will Uncle Sam protect our
family this reunion?
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Aggies visit BET's 106 & Park
Continued from Page 1

ed the trip, felt that
being on BET was a
good move for the
school.
"What I enjoyed the
most was thatthe fact
that it was homecoming
week and we got the
chance to show our
Aggie pride and represent our school on
cable television," Clark
said.
Even students who
are familiar with the
N.Y. area, such as senior elementary educa-

were happening
throughout the week on
BET.

All students wore

Aggie colors, and
Jenkins took time out
to plug

whathe called
the "greatest school on
earth," A&T.
The show also fea-

tured another appearance by Diddy, as he
surprised everyone by
briefly stopping by the
set to speak more about
his upcoming album
and other activities that

.

Students from A&T posing with Terrance J. and Rocsi of BET's 106
and Park following the taping of the "Black Party" show on Oct. 16.
U.S. and its that wordwill help them to become
racism still exists,
„Continued, „trom Page 2
wide
more effective leaders.
,
,
6
said TT
The cost of the institute
Hayden.
"The purpose of the
is approximately $2,000.
According to
institute was to acknowlLast year, Chancellor
Archibong, the students
met many people from all
Renick awarded Fennell
edge that there are problems with the black comover the world and
and Hayden half ofthe
munity outside of the
learned many skills that
cost to attend. To be eligi-

GlObal SChOlarS

The show closed out
with SGA President
Arnita FloydMoodypresenting both
hosts with A&T paraphernalia.
After the final taping
ended, the students and
chaperones prepared to
make the long journey
back to Aggie land.
Langston Clark, a
senior physical education major who attend-

ble, a student must be a
junior or senior, show an
interest in pursuing a

leadership role in their

chosen vocation and be

recommended by the
Chief Academic Officer

Upon completion ofthe
program, the student will
receive a three hour
course credit and a certificate in Global
Leadership Development.

entire idea of the trip
was a great business
move on the part of the
university.

"Even thoughI am
from New York, I have
never been to a taping
of 106 & Park. The
itinerary of the events
looked like something
that you would only do
while in college,"
McQueen said.

Justice
Frye
honors

115
years of
Aggie
land
By Brittney

Hannah

Contributor
Richard B. Harrison

Auditorium was opened to the
public on Oct. 19 as students,
alumni, athletes and others

of their school.

eed ahead.
We remove the barriers, so you can accelerate your career.
We've created an environment that's conducive to personal
and professional growth and success. At Ernst & Young, we're
recognized for our inclusive culture that expects everyone to
contribute and everyone to grow. Stop justlong enough to visit
us on campus, or at ey.com/us/careers.

A

tion major Shameerah
McQueen, felt that the
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100 BEST
TO WORK FORc^

gathered to celebrate the 2006
convocation, which celebrated
115 years of Aggie land existence.

A few rain drops and storm
clouds did not stop honor students, athletes, board members,
choir members and the chancellor himself from gathering to
hear the inspiring words of
guest speaker Justice Henry E.
Frye.

The ceremony began with the
playing of well-known songs
such as the "Star Wars" theme

song by the university band.
Chancellor Hackley welcomed
the guests and directed all to
stand and sing theblack national anthem, "Lift Every Voice
and Sing." Student
Government Association president, Arnita Floyd-Moody
greeted the audience with an
inspirational speech of the
"Aggie Spirit." Floyd-Moody
said, "You all are in the Aggie
spirit and because ofthis, you
are blessed."
Miss A&T, Crystal Williams,
followed Floyd-Moody and
taught the crowd and little
about the essence of Aggie

pride. She spoke about the history ofA&T and its founders.

/%

/

!nst

& Young up

Quality In Everything We Do

The chair of the Board of
Governors, Jim W. Phillips
soon followed Williams and
commended the band on their
excellent performance. Phillips
resides in Greensboro, N.C,
and because ofhis proximity to
the university, he follows A&T
closely.
"I love how A&T continues
to grow and build," Phillips
said. "I also love that
Chancellor Hackley made it
known that he was a chancellor
on interim bases, not an interim
chancellor."
Teresa Davis, the national
president of the A&T Alumni
Association, explained to the
audience what convocation
means. Following Davis was
Dr. Peter Meyers, the director
of the university honors program, who recognized the
honor students, and Delores
Todd, the athletic director, who
recognized the athletes.
Frye took his place at the
podium and his speech by commenting that the A&T convocation was the best in land. He
went on to perform a free-verse
poem that he had only written
minutes before standing to
speak. The poem was ofall the
things in the program preceding him with each line
rhyming
"Recognition of some athletes that work long and hard,
called to stand by athletic
director Mrs. Delores Todd,"
said Frye
The audience an had uproar
of laughter, as Frye's speech
basically targeted the importance ofmaking an impact-on
the world.
"The purpose of life is not to
be happy, but to be productive,
useful, helpful and to have
done something that matters,"
he said.
Some students took the purpose of the convocation in light
and received the information
presented before them accordingly.
"I thought that the convocation was great. At first I
thought that it was going to be
long and drawn out when actually it was short and sweet,"
said sophomore political science major Amanda Covington
from Charlotte, N.C.

Arts & Life
The A&T

att Williams kills the audience
licia Moore

intributor
Kicking off the second event
of the week on Tuesday for the
homecoming activities, the comedy show set the tone of excitement for A&T's 80th year of
celebrating homecoming, over
packing Corbett Sports Center.
The doors of Corbett opened
to the public at 6 p.m., filling the
entire designated floor area by
6:20.
Students, friends, family and
members of the Greensboro
community constantly flowed
into the gymnasium putting the
estimated attendance up to about
8,000 people by 6:45. To entertain the early crowd, they
watched the taping of 106 &
Park on the jumbo projector. The
episode showed Aggies taking
over the 106 audience in New
York on Monday. The SGA and
about 40 other Aggies took the
12-hourbus drive to N.Y. to
kick off the homecoming on a
more national level. Joining
A&T alumnus, former SGA
president,and host of 106 &
Park, Terrence Jenkins.
Following the taping, vice president of external affairs, Darren
Brand, introduced anotherA&T
alumnus, Tonya Staten.
Staten warmed the audience
up before introducing the actual
host of the show, which was Red
Grant.
The line-up included comedians Lunelle, Melanie Camacho
and last, but definitely not least,
Katt Williams.
Each comedian came to the
stage with jokes that kept the
audience wanting more. Each
also gave good perspectives to
college students. Topics that
were found in much of what
they had to say were voting, safe
sex and living life to the fullest.
Although each comedian
offered inspiring advice, the
jokes that were told that night
could only be relived if you
attended the show. The most
provocative of them all were
Lunelle, but she managed to get
the crowd the most boisterous,
basing the ending of her time on
stage on sexual activity.
Lunelle represented for the
ladies most ofthe night and
gave men perspective on what
women seem to think of their

ego's.
After getting the audience '
hype and ready to hear what

they paid their money to see,
Katt Williams came to the stage

show. "Even though, they over
sold the event, the jokes and

escorted by the A&T women's
basketball team.
"Katt's small stature was definitely accentuated with the basketball team towering over him,"
said senior journalism and mass
communication major Josh
Capers. "But once he got the
jokes rolling, his big stage presence filled the whole gym."
Dressed for the occasion,
Williams wore a black suit with
Jordan's, a fitted and his platinum Dipset chain
Williams, with many punchlines, kept the gymnasium
laughing uncontrollably. Using
jokes based on hip-hop music,
particularly "Hustlin" by Rick
Ross and also talked about the
hurricane season.
Williams acknowledged what
a great schoolA&T is and also
found out that our football team
was not living up to its expectations. Keeping the crowd
involved, Williams called out a
member from the football team,
inviting him to the stage. Senior,
widereceiver and memberof the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Curtis Walls, proudly made his
way to the stage to take the heat
for the team. As Williams flaunted hundreds of dollars, he then
challenged Curtis and the rest of
the team, announcing that he
would give the team $5,000 if
they won the homecoming
game. He even said that he was
going to give to the school
regardless of the win to support
the growth of the school.
Students had many positive
things to say about the comedy

energy thatthe comedianbrought compensated for the
lack of seats and space," says
Kacey Holland, junior speech
pathology major. Other students
seemed to have agreed. " This is
the best comedy show that I
have been to since I've been
here," says senior public relations major, Dondrill McFarland.
After the show, in an interview, Williams says that he manages to cater his jokes to everybody, "I am a street dude. I
know what's hot, I'm a father
and business owner so I know
what people like myself want to
hear." He went on to say " None
ofmy jokes are fake, they come
from my everyday life and how
I react to certain situations."
When asked about Dip Set and
how the collaboration/signing
came about, Williams told the
Register, "When you think of
Dip Set, you think of

young....flashy...fly, successful
black men; and those are the

things thatrepresent me. What
better way to promote my
album."
Concluding the interview,
Williams would just like to leave
readers with the advice that
school is a gamble, and for all
those students here that aren't
serious, they have already lost
and don't know it.
When asked about something
he would want people to know
that they don't already know,
Williams responded, "I am just
as happy now as I was when I
was broke, and that says and
means a lot to me!"

Capturing Homecoming events of 2006, including the

game, Flava Flav, stepshow, Gospel choir and SGA

Verge, Couture make grand entrance at fashion show
Continued from Page 1
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According to some students,
Verge had an incredible intro.
The show began with an airplane scene. The models walked
the runway as ifthey were
walking down the aisle of the
plane
"Verge had such a hot airplane
theme. It was obvious that they
really put a lot of thought into
their theme," said junior social
work major Quincy Dinnerson.
Although the intro was
breathtaking, the show only got
better. Verge changed the scene
with a plane crash into the jungle. This gave the models a
chance to change their style of
clothing from sophisticated to
exotic and wild like.
Verge incorporated a
stewardess into the show. The
troop did an excellent job turning an airplane into such an
intriguing fashion runway.
There were even moments in
the show when an oxygen mask
was modeled.
The show was unique enough to
keep the attention of the audience.
"I think it was great. It was very
creative," said junior journalism
and mass communication major
Vee Edwards.
Couture did not fail to deliver a
creative dose offashion either,
also begginning with a memorable intro.
They began their segment of the

Photo CREDIT: MIKE Mcc"ra^
iotas of Couture and Verge at homecoming fashion show,

PHOTO CREDIT: MIKE MCCRAY

show by introducing their theme
with the use of angels. The
angels used spoken word to
introduce the concept of the
fashion show. Their theme was
"Trapped in Urban Jungle."
The show focused on the goodness and darkness of life. It
began with an angelic intro and
shifted into a darker side of the
theme
Couture kept transitioning the
focus of their theme. The show
included dark angels, with black
wings and lingerie. Hardcore
music was also used to demonstrate the transition from one
part of life to the other.
"One of the things I liked most
about Couture's show was their
statues. They had statues on the
stage. I thought that was great.
And at the end of the show, the
statues got up and modeled too.
It was cool," said Edwards.
The fashion show did not fail to
keep students entertained and
enthusiastic about homecoming,
and students were even more
excited to be in the newly
rebuilt Harrison auditorium
"Harrison looks so classy now.
It definitely added more hype to
the fashion
show," said senior industrial
engineering major Kenneth
Florence.
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vs. Juelz Santana
Lil Wavne
Juelz
Jeel face."
Santana go head to head in their controversial mixtape,"! Can't

LiV Wayne and

and Lil' Wayne plan on
expand
ing this mixtape into an album
to be released early next year.
New Orleans' own Lil' Wayne
took his entirerecord label on

Brittney Hannah

Contributor
A classic tale of North meeting
South, or even the best ofboth

his back after most ofthe artists

worlds unveils with the collaboration ofCash Money's Lil'
Wayne and Dipset's Juelz
Santana in /Can'tfeel my Face.
The album opens with snippets
from each of the artist's own
individual projects, each giving
shout-outs to their labels. The
young phenom's go toe-to-toe in
the much talked about mixtape.
Although the two are not
engaging in a head-to-head battle to claim the "bestrapper
alive" title. They keep listeners
wondering in the backs of their
minds, who really is the best?
It's a controversial album title.
/ Can't feel myface, a line taken
from the 2001 film "Blow" starring Johnny Depp, relates
tremendously to the lyrics in the
26 tracks on the album.
Much of the album is drug
SUBMITTED PHOTO
related and delivers a hard reali- Lil Wayne in collaboration with
ty of the streets in its cut throat Juelz Santana

and blunt depiction of drug deal-

ers and users.
Aside from this mixtape, the
two are definitely thinking about
recording an album together.
They were together on the Up
Close and Personal tour with

my

Chris Brown and Ne-Yo, so
recording shouldn'tbe too much
of a hassle. The only problem
the two are worried about
encountering is who can produce
and put the album out. Santana

left the label and he hasn't
looked back since. Although he
is not the average mainstream
rap artist, he demands much
respect in his "true to life"
lyrics
By his latest record sales of
"Tha Carter Volume 2," he is
indeed getting it. Junior Brittany
Dixson from Raleigh, N.C. said,
"I could have easily burned his
album off ofLimeWire, but I

chose not to simply because he

is great rapper and want to see
him do extremely well."
The young rapper has come a
long way since he first stepped
on the scene with The Block is
Hot in 1999. After it dropped,
the Cash Money frenzy died
down a little bit. During the two
years between his second album
Lights Out and the third 500
Degrees, Cash Money rid itself
ofinitial members Juvenile,
Turk and B.G while keeping
only Lil' Wayne
500 Degrees sold tremendously and gave Lil' Wayne his much
deserved fame. Soon after 500
Degrees, he dropped the first
volume of Tha Carter. The al

SUBMITTED
Juelz Santana in collaboration

bum driven by the hit single
"Go DJ" produced by former
close friend and producer Manny
Fresh. With the success ofthis
album, Lil' Waynebecame president of the Cash Money Label.

In addition to working on this
mixtape, Lil' Wayne has been
working on Tha Carter III and a
collaboration with rapper Baby,
entitledLike Father, Like Son.
Oh boy, who would ever
thought the Harlem-bornrapper
and raised fellow would make it
so big. Much time has passed
since the success of him and the
Diplomats' first single "Oh
Boy."
Since then, Santana has
become the vice president of
Diplomat records. When he first
set foot on the scene in 2003
with his first album From Me to
You, he received lukewarm
reviews and medium-album
sales. In 2005, he released his
second album, What the Game's
Been Missing.
Unlike the first LP, this album
received raving reviews and
sales sky rocketed. The album
was led by popular singles
"There it Go. (The Whistle
Song)" and "Shottas" It was
only natural that these two talented young men come together
to make a sensational album that
will surely make history.
"This mixtape is one of the
best I've heard this year. I can
listen to it from beginning to
end, without skipping any
songs," said sophomore Kevin
Spruill from Greensboro, N.C.

SUBMITTED PHOTOS
A&T's Greeks performing at
their best

KlSHAA DOSUNMU

Contributor
On Friday, Oct. 20, A&T held
it's 80th Step Show hosted by
the well-known alumnus
Terrence Jenkins from 106 &
Park with co-host Travis.
The show opened up with
entertainers like DJ UNK, who
was followed by comedian Tone
X, who had the crowd laughing
and Freeway from Rockefella,
who threw down with four of
his best hits that got the crowd
hyped.
"Basically, I thought overall
that the step show lacked creativity," said Patrice Withers,
business Solution alumni from
Verizon. "During a lot of the
acts, the show didn't keep the
crowd's interest, the performers
were more entertaining."
Zeta Phi Beta was the first
Greeks to show their act, with
American Top Model as the
theme. Next were the Alpha's,
with the Aggie football team
theme, followed by the Delta's
whose theme was Ike and Tina
Turner, which won first place.
"I was very excited that we
won," alumna Denada Jackson
said. "The show was hot and
classic, but the Ques and
Sigmas were really good. I just
wanted to see more from the
other Greeks"
The Que's took the crowd
back to the days of slavery and
the Iota's showed theirtalent
with singing and rapping. The
AKA's preformed Tomb Raider,
climbing a rock to seek out the
precious pearl.
"This year's step show was
very entertaining with the
celebrities," said public relations major AlanaAllan. "It
was much better than the past
three years."
The Sigmas came out with
the Fresh Prince theme.
As time progressed, many
Greek organizations evolved,
giving students the opportunity
to express themselves freely.
They are excellent networking
organizations that offer college
students a second family and
offer opportunities to be a part
of the community.
"The step show was a success," said senior public relations major Jasmine Fisher.
Each year the Greeks who
win receive a trophy and a
check. The trophy will be
placed in the archive
"I really enjoyed the show,"
said Lucretia Long, from the
Treasurer's office. "I think the
Deltas and Sigmas did good;
seeing the crowd react to the
different Greeks performance
was interesting."
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Have you ever been to a swim
meet? Check the ladies out
October 28th against Radford

At least we got to see Flava Flav...
Aggies Jail short and get shutout
Commentary

By Michael

J.

McCray

Sports Editor
With over 21,000 Aggies in
the stands and an estimated
40,000 alumni and friends in
town for homecoming, the
Aggies (0-7, 0-5 MEAC) lost
their 12th consecutive game 26-0
against Saturday
The highlight of the game on
the field might have been guest
drum major Flava Flav but
between the trenches, memorable moments were few and far
between as the Aggies were
shutout for the second time this
season

Howard (2-5, 1-3 MEAC)
jumped on the Aggies early,
completing a 50-yard pass on the
first play from scrimmage and
then scoring on a Brian Johnson
touchdown pass two plays later,
theBison got ahead 6-0 with
13:44 before many Aggie fans
had even left their pre-game tailgate.
Antoine Rutherford paced HU
on the ground, rushing for three
touchdowns one only 49 yards.
HU passed efficiently all day
long, alternating between Brian
Johnsonand Floyd Haigler at

quarterback
The two are part of six Bison

quarterback to take snaps this
season and combined to go 21of-31 for 222 yards, a touchdown and two interceptions
Wide receiver Larry Duncan
seemed to open all game long
with eight catches for 125 yards,
including that 50-yard opening
play completion from quarterback turned widereceiver
Michael Harper.
Howard's balanced offense
torched the Aggies for 272 yards
in the air and 221 yards totaling
493 yards total offense.
TheA&T offense on the otherhand, failed to show up with
dropped passes, interceptions, a
fumble and a non-existentrushing or passing attack, the Aggies
only mustered 138 yards of total
offense.
Quarterback Wayne Campbell
got the start for the Aggies and
went 10-for-28 with two interceptions and was under pressure
from the HU defense who forced
six Aggie punts
A&T had opportunities to
score but the emotion ofhomecoming was sucked out of them
early with their first four possessions stalling, Brad Barnhouse
missing a 31-yard field goal,
Spencer Spane dropping a wide
open touchdown pass and
Campbell throwing an interception after a big defensive stop for

the Aggies. "We had chances,
we had plenty ofchances," said
Campbell. "Its just a matter of us
doing it."
Herb Miller came into the
game for the Aggies and tried to
reclaim his starting spot. Miller
was very loose before the game,
smiling and dancing and came
into the game with no homecoming jitters getting consecutive

first downs for the Aggies and
wowing the crowd with a reverse
field run to escape defensive
pressure

Miller had five carries for 16
yards and a fumble but managed
tolead the team inrushing and
get the remaining fans in the
stands back into the game.
The Aggies longest drive of
the game, an 11-play, 53-yard
march down the field, ended
with a failed fourth down conversion

Howard was the Aggies most
evenly matched opponent all
season long with the Bison coming into Saturday with only one
win over Division II Fort Valley
State but close loses to Morgan
State, who beat the Aggies 32-0
two weeks ago, and WinstonSalem State, who beatA&T 4114 on opening day.
Internet message boards have
already brought up the question
of whether this is the worse team

on

homecoming

in A&T or 1AAhistory but
none ofthem have mentioned
removing head coach Lee Fobbs,
who is laying a positive foundation for the Aggies in the future.
Although the talk is a bit premature, it begs the question, can
the A&T pull any positives out
of this season?
One bright spot could be the
young guys getting a chance to
play, ESPN.com lists 40 freshmen on the A&T roster, many of
whom were thrown into the fire
game one. But after so many
games, youth is not an excuse
The defense is doing its job.
They are making important stops
on defense and forcing turnovers
but when they get beat, they get
beat bad. Although the team is
still losing, opposing teams
scores aren'tnearly as high as
the 40+ point games we saw earlier in the season.
In the end, Howard got their
first MEAC win of the season,
A&T got its fifth conference loss
ofthe season and a lot of Aggie
fans got to drown their sorrows
in the bottle this weekend.
It's a short week for the Aggies
as they travel to take on
Bethune-Cookman Thursday on
ESPNU at 7 PM.
PHOTO CREDIT: AYANTEE YEARBOOK

Flava Flav performs with the Blue and Gold Marching Machine
at halftime.

Dazed and confused: Mike Tyson's wild ride of self-destruction
By Tim

Smith
New York Daily News
(MCT)

-

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio It
was a long way from the glittering palaces on the Las Vegas
Strip where Mike Tyson made
his fortune and carved his fame.
But as Tyson entered the ring at
the Chevrolet Centre on Friday
night, it was as if he was still
one of the sport's shining stars.
The crowd couldn't have cared
less that he was fighting an exhibition against a former sparring
partner who was partially blind
in one eye.
For a moment, as the cheers
from the half-filled arena rained
down upon him, Tyson could
have closed his eyes and imagined that it was similar to the
night he fought Evander
Holyfield or Lennox Lewis
Of course, once he opened
them and looked around, he
would have been quickly transported back to reality. Here he
was, a 40-year-old former

heavyweight champion fighting
in a meaningless exhibition to
stave off poverty, the adoring
crowd finally turning on him
once it became clear that this
was no real fight. Tyson, who
decided not to wear headgear
unlike his opponent, Corey
Sanders, threw half-hearted
shots in a choreographed fourround exhibition. He caused no
hurt nor got any.
There were only two questions
left hanging in the stale arena
air: How many more of these
exhibitions would Tyson subject
himself to before throwing in the
towel, and how in the world did
the once "Baddest Man on the
Planet" wind up here?
Tyson did not appear at a postfight press conference to answer
questions about his performance
on Friday night or his plans for
the future, including the 12-city
worldwide tour promoter
Sterling McPherson is trying to
pull together.
Tyson's road to a boxing ring in Youngstown was
paved by his extravagant spending habits, which forced him
into bankruptcy two years ago,
and his unwillingness to box in
sanctioned matches.
Tyson estimates that he
blew between $200 million-$300

million over the course of his
career, leaving him $27 million
in debt in 2003. At the time of
his bankruptcy filing, Tyson
owed the Internal Revenue
Service $22 million. Though he
received a $14 million settlement last year from a lawsuit he
had filed against promoter Don
King, Tyson remains millions of
dollars in debt.
With no future job prospects,
Tyson is hoping the proposed
tour will help him earn enough
money to get out of bankruptcy.
One of his bankruptcy attorneys
said that Tyson is sincere about
erasing his debt.
"The money I makehere is not
going to help any of my bills
really from a tremendous standpoint," Tyson said at a press conference last month. "But I'm
going to feel better about
myself. I'm not going to be
depressed."
He is either sincere or desperate or both: following his loss to
Kevin McBride last year, Tyson
said he hated boxing and had
been faking interest for the last
15 years.
"The best decision I ever made
was to retire from boxing.
Because I don't have any stress.
I'm pretty simple," Tyson said. "I
like the person I am now more
than I did. I don't like Tron
Mike' I like Mike Tyson."
That is what makes this exhibition tour a dicey proposition.
Are people going to pay to see a
kinder, gentler Mike Tyson paw
his opponent when he once
gnawed one?
"It's a sideshow," says Bert
Sugar, noted boxing historian
"Here's a man who doesn't want
to fight, but he's fighting. It's an
oxymoron. This is his coda, his
exit strategy."
It is certainly not the exit strategy that many envisioned for
Tyson, who became the youngest
heavyweight champion ever
when at 20 heKO'ed Trevor
Berbick in the second round on
Nov. 22, 1986. It looked like he
would reign forever. And the
financial windfall he wouldreap
was beyond anything he could
have imagined when he was
growing up poor in Brownsville
But his support system crumbled trainer Cus D'Amato died,
followed shortly by manager
Jimmy Jacobs. Left to his own
devices and with a lot of money
on his hands, Tyson began a

_

slow, destructive downward spi-

ral. There was the time that
Tyson gave a toll booth clerk his
Rolls Royce. There was his
stormy marriage, and subsequent
divorce ($14 million in the settlement) from actress Robin
Givens
Through it all, Tyson remained
boxing's biggest box-office star.
"Mike has always been an
attraction," says Jay Larkin, a
former programming executive
at Showtime. "Now he's just a
differentkind ofattraction. You
could read this as a tragedy in
the mold of "The Harder They
Fall.' But I don't thinkyou have
to. Mike made his life. Mike
made his bed. He's made staggering amounts of money. But
he also went through staggering
amounts of money."
While no one is denying that
Tyson has been taken advantage
of by various managers and promoters throughout his career, his
own spending habits contributed
mightily to his current financial
state.

"He had an accountant," says
Shelly Finkel, Tyson's former
manager. "But it didn't matter.
He was in control ofhis own
destiny. As we all are."
After Tyson parted company
withpromoter Don King in
1999,JeffWald, a friend of
Tyson's, hooked up the fighter
with Michael Karlin, a highpowered L.A. financial whiz
whose management firm tried to
manage Tyson's cash. But even
those plans couldn't thwart
Tyson from squandering his fortune on sports cars and motorcycles, gilded mansions and the
care and feeding of Siberian
tigers. He spent $ 1.6 million on
a watch and a bracelet when he
was in London in 2000.
"It's not like efforts weren't
being made to help him financially," says someone with
knowledge of the situation. "But
what are you supposed to do
when someone calls up and says,
Tf you don't give me my money,
I'm going to come over there and
rip your head off.'"
There were always those
around who were willing to lend
Tyson a hand when he was

down, because his popularity,

even now, makes him a living,

breathing ATM.
When Tyson walked out of an
Indiana prison in 1995 after
serving three years for raping

beauty pageant contestant
Desiree Washington, he
stepped into a limo provided by King, who had
secured casino deals and
future fights worth around
$120 million. Later Tyson
accused King of stealing
more than $100 million,

but the promoter maintains
he didn't rip Tyson off.
"There is the Mike Tyson

with me and the Mike
Tyson after me," King says.

"When he left me he had a
four-fight, $150 million
deal that he walked away
from. Then he went with
Shelly Finkel and his purses were what we used to
give him for training

photo
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expenses." Finkel didn't

The downwardspiral of Mike Tyson's life makes some people feel sorryfor
want to comment on
the former heavyweight champion while others have no remorse for a man
Tyson's present exhibition who squandered away millions
tour or how he has squandered his money. He says
not reveal what Tyson is supworld. He did 20 of them in
Tyson's attitude about boxing
South America while he was
posed to earn for each ofhis
changed after he tore cartilage in exhibitions. He says it is no
champion
his left knee against Danny
one's business but Tyson's and
"It was part and parcel of what
Williams in 2004.
his bankruptcy lawyers'.
the heavyweight champion did
"I know he was pretty
McPherson worked with British
before TV. Since TV it hasn't
depressed about that," Finkel
been done. Tyson is doing them
promoter Frank Warren when
says. "But he worked hard to get Tyson fought in England in
for TV. This is a twist."
back. The night he fought
2000, and he thought he could
No one is quite sure whether
McBride, I thought he looked
there is an appetite for Tyson's
help Tyson, even though Tyson
really good coming in. I thought said he had no interest in fightexhibitions on Pay-Per-View for
he'd knock McBride out. But he
ing.
$29.95, considering Tyson's prohurt his knee again. It's a sad.
"I was just looking for a way
fessed distaste for boxing.
sad story"
to help him do something where
McPherson believes there is
Tyson earned a total of $60
he wasn't getting hurt and he
Tyson hopes there is
million for his two fights with
didn't have to hurt anyone,"
"It is so screwed up it might
Holyfield. He earned more than
McPherson says. "This is like
just work," says longtime boxing
$20 million for his fight against
what guys like Mick Jagger do
promoter Don Elbaum. "People
Lewis in 2002. He will never
They go on the road to towns
love the guy."
approach those figures again for
where people who like them can
his work in the ring. He earned
see them. They're 60 years old,
$5 million for the fight with
but they're still on stage.
McBride, but much ofit went to
Want to get some good
"You don't hear people saying,
his ex-wife, Monica Turner, who 'Hey, Mick, you're 60, you can't
experience and portfolio
received $9 million in their
do what you used to do.' Nobody
divorce settlement.
at
these
is laughing
material?
guys when
Someone with knowledge of
they're running across the stage
Tyson's financial status says the
in concert."
former champion is truly broke,
McPherson says he has plans
Contribute to The A&T
with no stable sources of
to stage 12 exhibitions some of
income. With the mansions long them in Los Angeles, San Diego
Register!
gone, his living arrangements
and even Russia, China and
are chaotic. He usually stays
Africa but he has no signed
with friends or gets accommodacontracts
NCBA328G
tions tied to agreements to proSugar points to boxing's rich
mote products. Recently he was
exhibition history.
living at theAladdin Hotel in
"Fighters used to be part of
Las Vegas while holding public
vaudeville," Sugar says. "They'd
workouts at the casino in prepado punching bag exhibitions.
ration for his first exhibition
Bob Fitzsimmons and Jim
fight.
Jefferies played vaudeville. John
McPherson, the Las VegasL. Sullivan did exhibitions. Joe
based promoter who is trying to
Louis did exhibitions all over the
stage the exhibition tour, would
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Roush welcomes minorities to his stable
By

Darrick Ignasiak
Sports Editor

one down to change a racial or a
sexual or to make a change there
for them to race. I would definitely give them a consideration
the next time I have an opening.
The avenue of entry to stock car
racing needs to be through the
ARCA Series, the Hooters Cup,
The Craftsman Truck Series, and
Busch Grand National Series,
and with what Sam Belnavis is
doing, we are looking for people
that are ready for that transition.
It has been hard to identify people that are truly that competitive
that we had a sponsor opportunity for that we can make sense of.

—

MARTINSVILLE, Va.
Jack Roush, owner of six Nextel
Cup teams, took time to speak
with Darrick Ignasiak about the
Drive for Diversity before qualifying on Oct. 20. Roush has a
Hispanic driver, Michel
Jourdain, in the Craftsman Truck
series. In 1988, Roush picked
up Mark Martin to form a Cup
team and won his first Cup
championship with MattKenseth
in 2003.

/ had diversity drivers driving for me before it was cool Back in the mid-80's, I had
two female drivers in my Trans Am and GTO cars and a black Trans Am driver by the
name of Willie T. Ribbs." Jack Roush, Nextel Cup team owner.

Ignasiak: Would you say that
Roush Racing set a precedent for
diversity?

Darrick Ignasiak:What is
Roush racing doing to contribute
for the Drive for Diversity?

Roush: I wouldn't say we
Jack Roush: We've got a
tried to show a precedent. In that
diversity effort organized under
time frame, we had Proctor &
Sam Belnavis where we try to
Gamble that was interested in
identify people that are out ofthe
what we were doing; we had a
main stream of white/caucasian
beverage company interested in
what we were doing. We had the
male. Most of the stock cars are
driven by that group of people.
sponsor interest and the talent
available so we put a program
We are looking for a talented
(Top) Jack Roush is on the top
together that was viable for peoblack person or a talented
of his war wagon in the closing
ple of that time.
female
laps of the Subway 500 at
We've got a talented Hispanic
Martinsville on Oct 22. (right)
for
us
a
number
Do
think
10
Ignasiak:
you
that drove
of
crew works on Mark
Roush's
times, Michel Jourdain drove for years this talk of diversity will
not be discussed?
Martin's Ford Fusion. Roush
us and we hope to find sponsorcurrently has a driver, Matt
ship for him next year. I had
diversity drivers driving for me
Roush:The difficulty is that
Kenseth, that is on top of the
you look at. We would like to
before it was cool. Back in the
Nextel Cup standings.
think that we are a racially intemid-80's, I had two female drivers in my Trans Am and GTO
grated society, but in terms of
cars and a black Trans Am driver interest that people have for
by the name of Willie T. Ribbs.
recreation and vocation. There
Willie drove for only one year
is obvious disparitythat there is
and he went stock car racing
not as many women that grow
play basketball. Well, I was too
after that. I guess he went from
up in go karts as there is in the
busy working on my tinker toys
myTrans Am car in to an Indy
white Caucasian group. There
and my erector set to develop the
car then to a cart car.
aren't as many black folks that
skills to bounce a ball or hit a
When we are able to identify
grow up wanting to drive go
ball with a club
karts that want to throw footballs
people with that have got skill
So I wasn't able to do those
sets and the sponsor attraction,
and baseballs.
things.
It wasn't that I didn't
anxious
to
I'm
have greater
By the same token, there isn't
have the motivation or the right
as many white kids that want to
diversity in my driving group
time for me it was that I hadn't
We've got drivers that are in the
play basketball. I surely don't
done the things to have the
want to say something that is
Cup Series that are doing a nice
entry-level skills to be able to
job and moving along.
racially slanted nor inflammatory participate.
That is the challenge
When I grew up, I wanted to
I certainly wouldn't set somethat
Sam
has and that's
Belnavis
play baseball and I wanted to

.

are ready to get in. They have
ten years of experience and so if
you look and say alright. If
you're a young girl or a young,
Hispanic person of any sex or
ethnic background and you
wanted to get involved when
your 18 years old, your going
need to do it for eight or 10
years with someone buying your
tires and paying the expenses of
it, your going to need to do it for
that period of time to develop
the rudimentary skills
By the time you get there, 28,
you are going to be faced with
not the class of people that were
28 years old with 10years with
experience, but you're are going
to faced with the people that are
28 years old with 20 years of
experience

PHOTO CREDIT: DARRICK IGNASIAK

the challenge that many families
with young girls that to get to be
in there teens that would like to
drive go karts or race cars that
they didn't do it when they were

8 or 10 years oldbased on
encouragement that the family
gave them.
It may be too late. What happens 10 years from now will be
dependent on how many families
are making investments in their
children to get them the rudimentary skills to drive go karts,

rather than doing some ofthe
other things that, would be more
traditional or more normal for
their sex or their social group.
Ignasiak:What do you think
about the younger ages coming
into NASCAR?
Roush: The reason the 18year-olds are able to get in is
because the kids we look at that
are 18, 19 or 20 years old and

So you can never really catch
up, and as the teams and/or
sponsors have the kind ofcompetition and apply metrics to the
building ofpeople that would
drive their cars. Age is one of
the things you would consider
because you can't drive these
cars when your 60 years old.
Maybe you can't drive them as
well when your 50 as when you
are 40.
If yourbest time for the car is
30 to 35, what really works is to
having 15 years of experience
when you get to be 35 and not
have five years experience or
seven years experience.
Thatis really the challenge
and some people will probably
take a critical eye on what's
going on here and say well, we
are not really being fair here or

we're not racially integrated to
the extent that the broader society is, but it's a performance-oriented business, that unless you
got the skill sets based on what
you have done in the informative
years as a teenager for sure and
as a adolescent for the most part,
if your not got a interest in this
sport, you're never going to
catch up. interested your not
going to catch up
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Underused mailboxes disappearing, thanks to rising Internet use
By

Richard
Chicago Tribune
(MCT)

Clough

WASHINGTON—Like the phone

booth before it, the blue streetcorner mailbox is rapidly becoming a casualty of the digital age.
As more people send e-mails
and pay bills online, the decline
in first-class mail is forcing the
U.S. Postal Service to remove
tens of thousands of underused
mailboxes from city streets.
"People just don't write letters
as often anymore," said Yvonne
Yoerger, a spokeswoman for the
Postal Service. "It's not a part of
our culture anymore."
The removal of mailboxes,
though, represents more than just
a transition to the Internet age.
To many, it means the decline of
an American icon.
Seen and used by hundreds of
millions ofAmericans for more
than a century, the corner mailbox is one of the most recognized pieces ofAmericana, said
Nancy Pope, a historian at the
National Postal Museum in
Washington."You recognize
them in Chicago, you recognize

them in D.C., you recognize
them in Florida, you recognize
them in Montana," Pope said.
"It's a piece of American iconography thathas a wonderful history behind it."
Initially small, green and
attached to lampposts, mailboxes, which first appeared in
America in the middle of the
19thCentury, were periodically
redesigned until one model
stuck. The rounded-top blue
design has been the standard for
mailboxes since 1971, when the
Postal Reorganization Act took
effect and overhauled the country's mail delivery sector. Over
the past 35 years, that design has
become "imprinted in our
brains," Pope said.
The Postal Service owns a
copyright on the box design.
Pope said producers of plays,
televisionprograms and films
have solicited her help because
when you want to create an outdoor scene that is distinctly
American, "you put in a mail
man, you put in a mailbox."
The National Postal Museum
has two of the modern blue mailboxes in its collection; one is on
display as part of a contempo

rary scene, which maybecome a
scene of the past as the corner
boxes become scarce.
Since 1999. the Postal Service
has
removei

more
than
42,000
collect!
boxes. A
of last
year,
about

pieces offirst-class mail from
2006 levels. Last year, about 98
billion pieces of first-class mail
were delivered.
The
:cline in
ailboxes
not just
e to
creases
firstlass mail,
wever.
ter the

295,000

Torist

remamei

01, the

acks of
pt. 11,

mailbox-

stal
Along Robert Reaves, Jr. repairs a mailbox at the Main Service,
with mail- Post Office in Chicago, III., on Oct 2, 2006. As working
with the
boxes, the the number of first class letters declines, the
Homeland
Postal
boxes.
p0St office is removing underused drop
Service is (j 0Se M. Osorio/Chicago Tribune/MCT)
Security
facing a
drop in jobs. In the past five
Department, removed about
years it has reduced staff through 7,000 mailboxes around the
attrition by more than 80,000
country for security reasons.
employees. The current postal
Among the cities that cut back
were New York, which took out
workforce stands at about
700,000.
about 100 boxes near churches
and mosques, and
The Postal Service's 2007
budget accounts for an expected
Chicago, which removed almost
200 boxes, mostly around Sears
reduction of about 3 billion
in use

Tower.
But disuse is the primary rea
son for box removal. Local post
office branches conduct quarterly surveys of mailbox use,
removing those that collect
fewer than 25 pieces of mail per
day. The Chicago district is currently removing several hundred
mailboxes across the city.
Although people are sometimes upset when boxes are
removed, the current round of
removals has received fewer customer complaints than earlier
ones, said Mark Reynolds, a
spokesman for the Chicago
postal district.
"Seniors tend to complain if
there's a box close to them slated

for removal," Reynolds said,
because traveling farther to a

new mailbox can be an increased
burden on the elderly.
Citizens in communities across
the country have circulated petitions to save mailboxes, and
postal officials say they take

such campaigns seriously.

Before any box is uprooted,
officials will post a 30-day public notice on the mailbox,
informing users of the nearest
alternative droppoints. And once

a box is removed, some post
offices will consider returning it
if there is significant public outcry.
The post office tries to leave at
least one mailbox per square
mile in residential areas
But while the post office is

facing declines in several major
areas, the news is not all bad.
"At the same time the Internet
has led to a decline in first-class
mail, it has also led to an
increase in package services mail
because of the trend of people
using the Internet to do shopping
and ordering products," Yoerger,

the Postal Service spokeswoman,

said.
In a speech last month,
Postmaster General John Potter
addressed recent post office cutbacks, but cited Internet retailer
eBay and online DVD rental
service Netflix as boons to the
mail industry.
Potter said "we are only beginning to fully comprehend the
power" of the Internet for the
Postal Service.

11 more U.S. troops reported killed in Iraq
By Nancy A.

Youssef

McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
BAGHDAD, Iraq-The U.S. military announced Wednesday that
11 American troops had been
killed in Iraq since Tuesday,
mostly in Baghdad, the apparent
result of the United States' latest
attempt to quell intensifying violence in the capital.
So far, 70 American troops
have been killed in Iraq this
month. If the death toll continues
at this rate, the monthly tally will
be the highest since November

2004, when the U.S. military
staged an offensive on the Iraqi
city of Fallujah and the number
ofAmericans killed during the

month was 137
U.S. troops increasingly have
been patrolling the streets and
conducting house-to-house
sweeps in the capital in an
attempt to stop the sectarian violence, which in some places has
divided neighborhoods street by
street. The troops have helped
clean up streets littered with
garbage and in some places the
remnants of car bombings, and
they've encouraged shop owners
to reopen theirbusinesses.
But the security plan, in place
since the summer, hasn't produced evidence of significant
improvements. Securing
Baghdad is the linchpin of sus
taining the Iraqi government and
allowing American forces to 1

Leave, many experts say.
The plan also has exposed some
of the weaknesses of handing
over operations to Iraqi security
forces. So far they haven't
appeared prepared to tackle the
burgeoning sectarian violence.
On Wednesday, at least another
29 Iraqis' bodies were found
throughout the capital, including
three in the southern Baghdad
neighborhood of Dora and two
in Shaab, in eastern Baghdad,
two of the areas that U.S forces
targeted in the security sweeps
Police think residents often are
killed in one neighborhood and
their bodies dumped in another.
Although statistics in Iraq are no
longer reliable, police reports
collected from the top provinces

Monument to Hungarian uprising
against Soviets opens old wounds
Warren P. Strobel
AND EMI DOI

McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
BUDAPEST, Hungary-The

memorial to be unveiled during

this week's 50th anniversary of
Hungary's doomed 1956 uprising
against Soviet rule is a stark
modernist design in which hundreds ofrusted steel girders
gradually meld together to form
a single shining steel blade.
"It shows how a revolution is
made up ofindividuals who
form themselves into one. Their
strength is symbolized in the
density of the metal," said
Szilard Szajda, a senior government minister overseeing

last election campaign
The revelations triggered several days ofviolent demonstrations. Protesters burned cars and
attacked the state broadcasting
headquarters. A determined hard
core now occupies the square in
front of the parliament building
and says it won't leave until
Gyurcsany resigns

Szajda called the memorial,
which stands on the spot where
the freedom fighters of '56 toppled a giant statue of Stalin on
the first day of the uprising,
"pioneering and inspiring."
Tibor Arany, one of the freedom fighters, doesn't think so
"It stinks," he said. "This is not
remembering us. It's a monument
to our defeat. It's terrible. It
reminds me of the gallows they
used against us later."
Half a century after those turbulent events, Budapest still carries the scars of the Soviet inva-

The square, of course, is where
the '56 uprising began, and it is
the main venue of the anniversary ceremonies to which scores
of foreign leaders have been
invited.
"Fifty-six has always been
used as a political instrument in
Hungary, even when it was officially suppressed," said Attila
Szakolczai, a researcher at the
Institute for the History of the
1956 Hungarian Revolution.
"Outside Hungary, views of
'56 tend to be over-simplified
and exaggerated—good versus
evil. In Hungary, it's more complicated," he said.
Historians generally agree that
what began in Budapest on Oct.
23, 1956 was a spontaneous
uprising against the Soviet military presence in Hungary and
Moscow's heavy-handed interference in Hungarian politics.
Some who rebelled were anticommunists who wanted to bring
down the entire system, but a
majority were committed com-

in the capital, and Hungarians
continue to disagree bitterly over
what it all meant and how it
should be remembered
The anniversary comes at a
particularly awkward moment
for the government ofPrime
Minister Ferenc Gyurcsany. A
former communist youth leader
who is now one of the wealthiest
men in Hungary, Gyurcsany was
embarrassed last month by a
leaked recording in which he
admits "we lied morning, noon
and night" about the true condition of the economy during the

"bad" communists with "good"
communists.
The only thing they agreed on,
according to Victor Sebestyen,
the author of a new history of the
uprising, was "Russkik haza"-Russians out.
"Mainly, it was a nationalist
uprising against the Soviets.
Within that, the people on the
streets completely disagreed on
everything else," said Sebestyen,
As the grainy black and white
photos ofcivilians confronting
tanks with Molotov cocktails and
stones appeared on the front
pages, the U.S. government

anniversary preparations

sion. Buildings pocked with bullet holes remain a common sight

munists who wanted to replace

encouraged the rebels. CIAfunded Radio Free Europe,
which had a wide audience in
Hungary, gave its listeners technical advice on guerrilla tactics
and how to disable a T-34 tank.
Many freedom fighters
believed it was only a matter of
time before the U.S. intervened
directly. But behind the scenes,
the U.S. was frantically signaling
the Soviets that it had no intention of risking a potential nuclear
showdown over Hungary.
After dithering for 12 days.
Moscow launched a massive
invasion. In less than 48 hours it
was over. More than 2,700
Hungarians were dead, 20,000
wounded. Afterward, thousands
were arrested and 229 were executed. More than 180,000 fled
the country. Arany, the former
freedom fighter, was among the
150,000 exiles taken in by the
U.S.
Before the uprising, he was a
conscript in the Hungarian army
who spent 10 months in a labor
camp for disobeying orders.
Arany said his unit was ordered
to confiscate food from farmers.
"It wasn't right; I wouldn't do
it," he said.
After his release from the
labor camp, he worked in a factory. When he heard about the
students marching on parliament,
he joined them immediately.
During the fighting, he served
as a courier for the writer Tibor
Dery, one of the uprising's leaders. A few weeks after the uprising was crushed, Arany's mother
warned him that the secret police
were searching for him.
He escaped Hungary with false
papers and ended up in New
York. He worked as a building
superintendent in Manhattan,
drove an ice cream truck on
weekends, and eventually made
a little money in real estate.
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show that nearly 800 Iraqis have
been killed so far this month.
In a recent military operation
in Baghdad, Iraqi forces, who
were supposed to take the lead,
leaned heavily on U.S. troops for
guidance. Many Sunni Muslim
residents said they allowed the
mostly Shiite Muslim Iraqi security forces to search their homes
only because American troops
accompanied them.
The early stages of the operation yielded few arrests or
weapons, prompting many to
think thatthe insurgency had left
the targeted communities.
Wednesday's announcement suggested that they were moving
back in

Condoleezza Rice discusses sanctions
against North Korea in Seoul
By Nancy A. Youssef

By

iirrtinmvft

McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
SEOUL, South Korea-South
Korea's leaders told Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice on
Thursday that they'll continue
cross-border economic cooperation thatprovides millions of
dollars to North Korea, despite
its underground nuclear test 10
days before.
South Korean Foreign
Minister Ban Ki-moon said he
told Rice that there were "positive aspects" to a huge, South
Korean-sponsored industrial
zone just across the demilitarized zone in North Korea. A
second major project, the
Diamond Mountain tourist resort
in North Korea, "is a very symbolic project for Korea," Ban
said.
The South Korean stance,

delivered to Rice as she toured
East Asia to gather support for
isolating North Korea, underscores frictions over how best to
deal with the unpredictable
regime in Pyongyang
Under its "sunshine policy,"

South Korea has advocated
engagement with the North
While Rice said she made no
demands over the projects, U.S.
officials have looked askance at
them, particularly the resort.
Rice's talks here coincided
with the visit of a high-level
Chinese envoy to Pyongyang,
where he's reportedly meeting
with North Korean leader Kim
Jong II.
The visit by the envoy, Tang
Jiaxuan, a former foreign minister who's now in a more senior
job as a state councilor, is
thought to be the first outside
contact with isolated North
Korea's leaders since it exploded
a nuclear device underground,
provoking worldwide condemnation.
Two of China's most senior
Foreign Ministry officials
accompanied Tang on the twoday trip to Pyongyang. President
Bush and Rice met with Tang in
Washington last week, days after
NorthKorea's nuclear test.
Rice is to confer with Tang in
Beijing on Friday.
A senior State Department
official accompanying her said

the United States didn't yet know
the results of Tang's mission to
Pyongyang. But the official,

speaking oncondition of

anonymity because of the delicate diplomacy, said he expected
Tang had delivered a "strong
message" to North Korea that it
should refrain from further
nuclear tests.
In Seoul, Rice went out ofher
way to try to calm South Korea's
fears that U.S. actions since
North Korea's underground
nuclear test could ratchet up tensions or even lead to a military
confrontation.
"We want to leave open the
path to negotiation. We don't
want the crisis to escalate," said
Rice after meeting with Ban,
who's been selected to be the
next U.N. secretary general, and
with South Korean President
Roh Moo-hyun
Reports of U.S. proposals to
inspect cargo to and from North
Korea under new U.N. sanctions
"have been a little exaggerated,"
she said. "Some people seem to
be imagining (a) quarantine or a
blockade. That is not the intention."
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Wal-Mart's Fashion Faux Pas

In Business and Finance

Web-Ad Boom
Fuels Start-Ups
Hundreds of Internet start-ups

targeting a wide range of markets
are now relying on Web advertising
to fund their new business concepts.

Online ads, which have become
more sophisticated and targeted,
are now for many companies an "instant business model," as one San
Francisco investor put it.
Web sites that are using or plan
to use online ads for revenue include
social-networking sites like TagWorld, online photo and video sites
like Photobucket, as well as Web instant-messaging company Meebo.
Online video company YouTube,
which agreed to be bought by Google for $1.65 billion, alsoreceives revenue from online ads.
These sites and others, many of
which aren't based on any complex
technology, are furiously trying to
collect thousands of "eyeballs," or
viewers, which they hope will catch
the attention of advertisers. That
will theoretically allow these companies to emulate the success of firms
like Google, which makes thebulk of
its money from targeted Web ads.
But for every Google and YouTube, there are likely to be hundreds of Web sites that won't attract
enough advertising to survive. The
top 10 online-ad sellers currently control 71% of the online ad market,
according to research by the Interactive Advertising Bureau and PricewaterhouseCoopers. Tiny start-ups
will have to compete fiercely for the
remainder of the online-ad pie.

Adidas Campaign
Sticks It to Nike
For decades the individual has
been the key to selling basketball
shoes. And no one has done that better than Nike, riding the prowess of
icons like Michael Jordan and LeBrpn James to a point where, it now
make's eight out of every 10 pairs of
basketball shoes sold in the U.S.
As a new season dawns, though,
Adidas is preaching the beauty of
teamwork in a new marketing campaign aimed directly at Nike. In its
biggest-ever basketball push, Adidas also is trying to capitalize on a
new 11-year deal to be the National

Basketball Association's main provider of uniforms and clothing.
While the clothing deal leaves
players free to wear any shoes they
choose on the court, Adidas hopes it
can use the apparel sponsorship to
get a bigger share of the more lucrative basketball sneaker market.
The company has a lot of catch-

ing up to do. Nike and its subsidiary

brands command 81.8% of the U.S.'s
$2.6 billion basketball sneaker market so far this year, up from 72.8%
last year, according to market-research firm Sports One Source. Adidas 's share is growing but has only
reached 10%, or 14% including Reebok, which Adidas bought this year.

CourtTV Tinkers
With Its Identity
Until recently, someone turning
on CourtTV could be confident of
what they'd find-a trial during the
day, and at night, a program about
how a dastardly crime was solved.
But since the channel became
fully owned by Time Warner in May,

a CourtTV viewer might now come
across an action-packed movie like
"Bad Boys" or a reality showfeaturing car chases and other lurid
crimes, "Most Shocking." More new
series are on the drawing board.
After several years of strong
growth, CourtTV's average audience fell slightly last year while the
rate of ad growth weakened sharply.
Time Warner hopes a broader program mix and promotions on its
other channels, like TNT and CNN,
can bring in younger viewers.
But repositioning a TV network
isn't easy. Other cable channels
have stumbled trying to redefine
themselves. Viacom, for instance,
tried to convert its Nashville Network music channel into a generalentertainment outlet under the TNN
name, before rejiggering it into a
male-oriented channel called Spike.
Media buyers say that while they

© 2006 Dow Jones & Company Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Bid to Upgrade Style
In the Apparel Aisle

Moving Online
U.S. online advertising revenue

Suffers Hang-Ups
By Gary McWilliams
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want CourtTV to bring in younger

viewers, they don't want Time
Warner to blur the channel's identity. That could make the channel
indistinguishable from numerous
other cable channels offering a similar mix of crime shows and movies.

Sony Unveils
New Walkmans
Sony revealed a new lineup of
Walkman portable music players, as
it tries again to wrestle share away
from Apple's iPod in an area it once
dominated.
The new devices have features
the iPod doesn't have, such as an

ability to upload music directly from
a compact-disc player and a noise

canceler so users can better hear
their music. The devices will be
launched in Japan this month, and
in the U.S. and Europe by year end.
Sony, which pioneered the portable-music-player market with its
Walkman cassette players 27 years
ago, has been struggling to regain

share since it missed the transition

in the early 2000s to digital music.
But Sony faces an uphill battle.
The four-gigabyte Walkman will retail at about $240 in Japan-about
the same price as the top iPod Nano
model but with half the memory. In
addition, Microsoft, Samsung and a
partnership between RealNetworks
and SanDisk all plajj to release music players in the near future.

Markets in Chicago
To Form a Colossus
What can you make from corn,
eggs and butter? In Chicago, you
can make the world's largest financial market-one that will dwarf the
New York Stock Exchange.
Chicago Mercantile Exchange
Holdings agreed to purchase the Chicago Board ofTrade in a deal valued
at $8 billion. The deal between two
markets with origins largely in trading commodities and agricultural
contracts reflects the rapid growth
of the investment industry's hottest
sector: derivatives, or contracts
whose value is derived from the
movements in other financialinstru-

ments such as stocks and bonds.

The deal also illustrates the accel-

erating pace at which financial exchanges world-wide are consolidating to lift profits by cutting costs.
Exchanges have morphed from
member-owned clubs into profit-hungry publicly traded companies. This
gives them an incentive to make acquisitions and also a currency, their
stock, with which to do so.

Odds & Ends

Viacom announced a deal to distribute music videos and television
shows through the Web site of Chinese Internet-search company
Baidu.com. Baidu is by most measures the most popular search engine in China, which has 123 million
Internet users.
Wendy's will sell
its Baja Fresh chain .for $31 million
to an investment consortium that is
affiliated with the Denny's and Cinnabon brands. Wendy's bought the
chain in 2002 for $275 million.

...
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recent years to raise
its fashion quotient,
signing up high-visibility designers, hiring New York trend spotters to reel
in the latest looks and even sending

Wal-Mart clothes down the catwalk
at Fashion Week.
It's all part of the effort to get

Jennifer Gildea to shop in Wal-Mart
stores for more than just tank tops,
T-shirts and socks. Like other fashion-conscious shoppers, Ms. Gildea,
a 20-year-old Pennsylvania college
student, says she likes some of what
she has seen of Wal-Mart's apparel,
but she doesn't buy it. Crowded display racks and minimally private
dressing rooms in the center of the

Change in U.S. comparable-store sales

Target

5.0

|

derwear-apparel categories WalMart has always counted as reliably
strong. Off-price specialty chains,
like Dress Barn, Marshalls and T.J.

j.

«

Lackluster Labels

2005

profitable-apparel offerings. Sales
at Wal-Mart stores open at least a
year rose a paltry 1.3% in September, and apparel sales were a big
reason why. Clothing sales last
month "failed to meet our expectations," the company conceded in a
statement. Wal-Mart doesn't break
out sales figures for apparel.
The company's lackluster apparel gains come despite a major
push starting a year ago to improve
its apparel, including the opening of
a New York trend-spotting office and
layering on more quality control.
Wal-Mart declined to comment
for this article. It has attributed
some of its recent sales lethargy to
higher energy prices. Higher gasoline prices do take some discretionary spending power out of consumers' hands. But gas prices dropped

eery aisles and over to the fashion
displays, rivals are presenting stiff
competition to Wal-Mart's clothing
business, too. Deep discounters and
dollar stores are starting to sell
more jeans, sports jerseys and un-

m Wal-Mart

10.0%

sales floor make the Wal-Mart she
visits "hard to shop," she says. She
buys most of her clothing at Express, instead.
Four years after launching the
first of several designer labels, WalMart has yet to convert many of its
socks-and-denim shoppers into fans
of its more fashionable-and more

Wal-Mart fashions at New York's
Fashion Week last month.
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sharply in September, and Wal-Mart

didn't get a noticeable bounce.
Meanwhile, Target continues to
bolster its reputation for cheap chic
by showcasing different young designers every few months. Starting
Nov. 1, an inexpensive collection

from designer Behnaz Sarafpour
will start a three-month run in Target stores. Target rang up a 6.7%
same-store sales gain in September.
Merchandising in Wal-Mart's
3,800 U.S. stores has been inconsistent. The company's first designer
label, called George, is largely an
unknown in the U.S., although in
Britain it is well-regarded and sold
in stand-alone George stores. "To
this day, I don't think anyone knows
who George is," says Wendy Liebmann, president of the consulting
firm WSL Strategic Retail. (The label is named after the British designer George Davis.)
Even as Wal-Mart struggles to
tempt customers away from its gro-

scious shoppers' favored apparel
stores, offering convenient locations
and the thrill of the treasure hunt.

Wal-Mart may remain many

shoppers' first choice for paper tow-

els or cosmetics. But the resurgence
of neighborhood strip malls, many
of them redeveloped with stores in
upscale chains, have blunted the convenience edge that Wal-Mart and

other discounters used to represent,
says Richard Hastings, retail ana-

lyst with credit-rating agency Bernard Sands. These strip malls "left
them vulnerable to competition from
specialty retailers," he says.
And part of the problem may be
that Wal-Mart isn't fully supporting
the new clothes lines it brings out.
Advertising is often sporadic. WalMart began an ad campaign for its
clothes in Vogue magazine last year,
but its TV commercials don't empha-

size fashion. The company also re-

cently pulled the plug on the Hub, a
social networking Web site it created three months ago to showcase
teen apparel.
Wal-Mart has continued to add
new fashion brands, including

Exsto, a hip-hop line for young men
designed by G-III Apparel Group,
and George ME knit clothing for
women from the designer Mark
Eisen. Wal-Mart is taking steps to
address mixed merchandising messages. This year, it began adding
faux-wood floors in the women's departments, part of an effort to reduce clutter and make shopping
there more appealing.
Wal-Mart also is trying to avoid
clearance aisle clutter. Starting with
its women's department, Wal-Mart
plans to implement "price-optimization" software, which uses mathematical models to recommend when
to take markdowns, taking regional
sales trends into account. The goal
is to minimize out-of-season leftovers, which are unappealing to the
fashion-conscious shoppers WalMart wants to attract.
All these efforts, though, will
take time. Meanwhile, amid WalMart's plans to remodel 1,800 U.S.
stores by mid-2007, shoppers at
many stores are left to pick over
crammed racks to find the brands
Wal-Mart hopes will entice women
to its better apparel.
Trouble in the Racks

Patricia Edwards, a portfolio
manager at Wentworth, Hauser &
Violich, follows Wal-Mart, visiting
stores and talking to employees. She
says she was disappointed to see
clashing colors and contemporary
styles mixed with traditional items
on a recent trip to a Seattle location.
Store managers have been loath to
spend money and employee-hours
implementing the retailer's showcase ideas, she says. And company

merchandisers "don't have much
clout" to force change, she says.
Wal-Mart's efforts in the fashion
realm haven't made much of an impression on its women customers,
according to surveys by America's
Research Group, a company that
polls at least 8,000 homes each week.
C. Britt Beemer, founder of the
Charleston, S.C., company, says
shoppers' views of Wal-Mart apparel
haven't changed much in the past
few years.
Wal-Mart has "devoted a lot of
energy to it," Mr. Beemer says, "but
it doesn't appear the consumer has
had any positive response."

It Burns
Some Fat,
Also Cash
By Betsy McKay

And Chad Terhune

A

soft drinkthatburns calories? Coca-Cola has just
introduced one. But don't
throw away your Weight
Watchers plan.

The beverage giant
has unveiled plans to launch Enviga,

a sparkling green tea-based soft
drink infused with a tantalizing
claim: Consume three 12-ounce cans
of Enviga over a 24-hour period, and
a healthy person of normal weight
can burn anywhere from 60 to 100
additional calories. Coke developed
thedrink in partnership with Nestle.
The prospect of a drink that
could actually melt pounds away set
off a mini media frenzy. In a fiveminute segment, NBC's "Today"
show led its report on the new drink
with the question, "Miracle Beverage: Can Coke drink burn calories?"
But Enviga-which will make its
first appearance on U.S. store
shelves in parts of the Northeast
next month, hits stores nationwide
in February and then may expand to

Latin America, Europe and Asia
later next year-is no quick fix for a
bulging belly.

The science behind Coke's
claims-a study funded by the Coke-

Nestle partnership and led by a researcher at the University of Lausanne, near Nestle's Swiss headquarters-depends partly on research that hasn't been publicly released or formally reviewed by
other scientists. The study also included only healthy, normal-weight
men and women from the ages of 18
to 35-people who, by definition,
don't need to lose weight.
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Rhona Applebaum, the company's
chief scientist, agrees the drink is

not a diet pill. "This is not a magic
bullet," she says. Enviga "gently invigorates your metabolism. It gives
your body this extra boost."
But assuming the calorie-burning effect is real, Enviga raises another question: Is it worth the $1.29
to $1.49 price of a 12-ounce can?
Assuming a 60-calorie loss from
three cans, a person would have to
drink more than five cans a day, at a
cost of $6.45 or more, to burn the
number of calories found in two
Oreos. A brisk 15-minute walk would
do the same trick. To erase the effects of a McDonald's Big Mac, a
person would need to drink about 28
cans of Enviga, at a cost of $36 or
more
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